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1.3 GOVERNANCE

1.2 INDIVIDUAL 

SUCCESS STORIES

The Self-Employed Women’s 
Association (SEWA) has been 
helping home-based workers 
organize since its inception in 
the 1970s. It has developed, 
over the years, a multi-pronged 
and multi-layered strategy to 
holistically address the needs 
of home-based workers, 
working with them to increase 
their incomes, improve their 
equipment, and develop their 
skills.

Recognizing that the home is a 
productive asset and that urban 
home-based workers have 
particular home-as-workplace 
needs, SEWA targets a number 
of specific interventions, 
including housing finance, 
slum upgrading programs, 
and provision of electrical 
connections. Through SEWA, 
members have also gained 
access to markets through 
information campaigns, 
assistance with product 
improvement, and SEWA-run 
marketing services; they have 

SEWA is a membership 
organization – a movement 
and a sisterhood of 
organizations, rather 
than a program or single 
organization. Its objective 
is to empower poor women 
working in the informal 
economy so they can achieve 
secure employment and self-
reliance. There are three main 
ways in which members are 
engaged:

1. A union with both urban 
union and rural branches, 
that helps members in their 
collective struggle for fair 
treatment and access to justice, 
to markets, and to services. 

2. Cooperatives that help 
members produce and market 
the fruits of their labor and 
build their assets. 

3. Member services, delivered 
in large part by specially 
trained SEWA members, that 
are financed by user charges, 
donors, and government 
departments that have been 
unsuccessful in providing the 
services for which they are 
responsible by statute.

Today, SEWA has a membership 
of about 1.5 million women, 
and the movement is growing 
rapidly. About 75 percent of 
the members live in SEWA’s 
home state of Gujarat; SEWA 
organizations have also been 
started in six other Indian states 
in recent years, and there are 
in addition SEWA associates 
in South Africa, Turkey, and 
Yemen.

In the case of Ahmedabad, a 
study found that that, despite 
being from more disadvantaged 
households, informal workers 
who had become members 

In Ahmedabad and across the 
world, shelter deficiencies 
exert huge pressures on 
poor women working from 
home. Home-based workers 
need adequate lighting, 
enough space for work, and a 
hygienic environment. Since 
dwellings are usually small and 
shared with family members, 
space must be continuously 
reorganized for different 
activities, necessitating extra 
cleaning and squandering 
time for production. 

Compounding the problem, 
poor quality of service 
delivery often impacts health 
and productivity. A lack of 
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adequate sanitation and waste 
management, exacerbated 
by infrequent or nonexistent 
garbage collection, adds 
to the work burden. When 
home-based production uses 
chemicals or creates dust, the 
resulting poor health of the 
woman and other household 
members leads to added 
expenditure on health care 
and medicines. Frequent 
evictions and insecurity of 
tenure increase vulnerability.

Meeting these numerous 
challenges requires 
coordinated and concerted 
action.

1.1 KEY INTERVENTIONS

benefitted from training and 
business development services; 
and they have gained access to 
banking facilities that allow them 
both to save and to borrow on 
reasonable terms and so acquire 
and maintain productive assets.

of SEWA were faring better 
than non-SEWA members 
across several key indicators, 
including average income, 
personal control of income, and 
insurance coverage. Increased 
visibility is another important 
achievement—India is one of the 
only countries to include home-
based workers as a category in 
national level data.

In addition, the organization 
membership in Ahmedabad 
successfully supported workers 
in their negotiations for higher 
wages for three trades: bidi 
(cigarette) rollers, agarbatti 
(incense) makers and kite 
makers.  The wage increases 
affected 30,941 SEWA Union 
members and represented daily 
wage increases of 36 percent 
for bidi rollers; 50 percent 
for agarbatti workers; and 20 
percent for kite makers.

1. bidi 
(cigarette)  
roller in 
Ahmedabad, 
May 2012

There is arguably no greater gap in economic 
wealth and bargaining power than between the 
home-based worker and the owner of the large 
manufacturing or retail firm for which she produces. 
Lessening this massive disparity is no easy task, 
but the case of SEWA shows that a long-term, 
community-driven, multipronged approach can 
make a meaningful difference.

CONCLUSION

100
thousand 
additional 
housing units 
in Ahmedabab 
provided with 
legal electricity 
connections 
under a 
program 
implemented 
by a SEWA 
sister 
organization

40% of 
Ahmedabad’s 
population 
living in slums
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AHMEDABAD

COORDINATES 

23.03°N 72.58°E
ELEVATION

174 ft
AREA

179 sq mi
POPULATION

5,570,585
DENSITY

31,090/sq mi
LITERACY

86.65%
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The Self-Employed 
Women’s Association 
(SEWA) has been helping 
home-based workers 
organize since its 
inception in the 1970s

Home-based workers 
need adequate lighting, 
enough space for 
work, and a hygienic 
environment

Developing 
capacity and 
increasing 
incomes through 
a multi-pronged 
approach

1.530,941
million 
members 
of SEWA

SEWA members 
benefiting from 
higher wages 
as a result 
of negotiations
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